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MODULI OF SEMISTABLE LOGARITHMIC CONNECTIONS 

NITIN NITSURE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Under the Riemann Hilbert correspondence, which is an equivalence of cate-
gories, local systems on a nonsingular complex projective variety X correspond 
to pairs E = (g' , V) where g' is a locally free sheaf on X , and V: g' -t n ~ 0g' 
is an integrable connection on g'. Generalizing this correspondence to non-
complete quasi-projective varieties, Oeligne (see [0]) showed that the correct 
algebro-geometric objects which correspond to local systems on such a variety 
Yare the so-called regular connections on Y. The condition of regularity 
on algebraic connections on Y can be expressed as follows. Fix a Hironaka 
completion X of Y, that is, nonsingular projective variety X which contains 
Y as an open subvariety, such that the complement S = X - Y is a smooth 
divisor with normal crossings. A logarithmic connection F = (g-, V) on X 
with singularities over S is by definition a torsion-free coherent sheaf g- on 
X together with a map V: g- -t n~[logS] 0g- which satisfies C-linearityand 
the Leibniz rule, where n~[logS] is the sheaf of rational I-forms on X with 
logarithmic poles on S. The curvature of the connection V is assumed to be 
zero. Finally, an algebraic connection E = (g', V) on Y is regular if and 
only if there exists a logarithmic connection F on X with singularities over S 
which extends E. If such an extension F exists, the underlying sheaf g- can 
be chosen to be locally free, and will be called a logarithmic lattice for E. A 
logarithmic lattice for a given regular connection is of course not unique, but 
there is a canonical way of choosing it called Oeligne's construction, which only 
depends on the choice of a set-theoretic section of the map exp: C -t C* . As 
such a section is not even continuous, the Oeligne lattice does not behave well 
in families of regular connections. 

Simpson has given in [S] a construction of a moduli scheme for (nonsingular) 
connections on a projective variety X. However, a simple example shows that 
it would be unreasonable to expect in general the existence of a moduli scheme 
for regular connections on a quasi-projective variety Y. For this, let Y be 
the affine line minus the origin, with coordinate x. The differential equation 
dy / dx - ty / x = 0 with parameter 1 defines a family of regular connections on 
the sheaf &y, parametrized by the affine line T with coordinate 1. We can 
see that t I and 12 parametrize isomorphic connections if and only if 1 I - 12 
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is an integer. This shows that isomorphism classes are bad subsets (bad in the 
algebraic category) of the parameter scheme T. Therefore, to have a reasonable 
moduli problem, we take a Hironaka completion X of Y, and consider the 
moduli problem for logarithmic connections on X with singularities on X - Y . 

The basic difference between the case of nonsingular connections treated in 
[S] and the case of logarithmic connections is that we have to make a defini-
tion of (semi)stability for logarithmic connections (see §2) and restrict ourselves 
to these. These conditions are Zariski open conditions on parameter schemes 
of families, so not too many logarithmic connections are lost. Also, though 
(semi)stability depends on the choice of a polarization &'x(1) on X, a logarith-
mic connection with irreducible monodromy is always stable. On the contrary, 
as we show by examples in §2, a stable logarithmic connection does not neces-
sarily have an irreducible monodromy. Such a notion of (semi)stability was not 
necessary in the nonsingular case, for in the course of Simpson's construction 
of moduli, all nonsingular connections correspond to semistable points in the 
sense of geometric invariant theory. Moreover, in the nonsingular case, stability 
in the sense of geometric invariant theory exactly corresponds to irreducibility 
of the monodromy. 

We now describe the results contained in this paper. Section 2 contains a 
development of some basic properties of families of logarithmic connections. 
These properties are necessary for a systematic treatment of the moduli prob-
lem, and with appropriate changes, will also hold in the nonsingular case. In §3, 
we generalize Simpson's construction and obtain a moduli for (S-equivalence 
classes of) semistable logarithmic connections. While the proof follows the pat-
tern of Simpson, we had to overcome difficulties of a technical nature in the 
geometric invariant theoretic part of the construction in the logarithmic case, as 
semistability becomes a nontrivial condition. In §4, we prove that the tangent 
space to the moduli of logarithmic connections at a stable locally free logarith-
mic connection E is canonically isomorphic to the first hypercohomology of 
the logarithmic de Rham complex associated to End(E). This theorem, with 
obvious changes, will also hold in the nonsingular case. Finally, in §5, we go 
back to regular connections and prove a rigidity theorem (local uniqueness) for 
logarithmic lattices. This theorem says that for any regular connection on Y, 
those logarithmic lattices on X for which no two distinct eigenvalues of the 
residue differ by an integer are rigid. In particular, this shows that Deligne's 
construction gives a rigid lattice. 

2. FAMILIES OF SEMISTABLE LOGARITHMIC CONNECTIONS 

Let X be a nonsingular complex projective variety together with an ample 
line bundle L, and let S be a divisor on X which is smooth with normal 
crossings. Let gx be the sheaf of algebraic linear differential operators on X 
and let gx[logS] c gx be the sub &'x-algebra generated by germs of tangent 
vector fields on X which preserve the ideal sheaf of the reduced subscheme 
S. In these terms, a logarithmic connection can be defined as follows, as the 
curvature of the connection is assumed to be zero. 
Definition 2.1. A logarithmic connection on X with singularities over S IS a 
gx[logS] module which is coherent and torsion free as an &'X module. 
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Also note that a nonsingular connection on X is simply a :;g x module which 
is coherent as an &x module. Unlike logarithmic connections, nonsingular 
connections E are automatically locally free and enjoy the property that any 
coherent subsheaf F that is invariant under the connection is in fact a vector 
subbundle and satisfies the equality p(F, n)jr(F) = p(E, n)jr(E) between 
"normalized" Hilbert polynomials. (Here, p (!T , n) = X (X , !T 0 L ®n) denotes 
the Hilbert polynomial of any coherent sheaf !T on X with respect to the 
chosen ample line bundle L, and r(!T) denotes its leading coefficient, which 
equals rank(!T)j dim(X)! if !T is locally free.) It is because of this equality 
that all nonsingular connections correspond to semistable points in the sense of 
geometric invariant theory in the course of Simpson's construction. In the case 
of logarithmic connections, we make the following definition. 
Definition 2.2. A logarithmic connection E is stable if for every &x-coherent 
:;gx [log S] submodule F of E with 0 =I- F =I- E we have p(F, n)jr(F) < 
p(E, n)jr(E) for all sufficiently large n. Similarly, we can define semistability 
by changing" < " to " ~". We can also define .u-stability and .u-semistability 
analogously. 
Propositions 2.3. Let E be a logarithmic connection of rank r for which the 
monodromy representation of 1t1 (X - S) in GL(r) is irreducible. Then E is 
stable. 
Proof. This follows easily as any &x-coherent :;gx[logS] submodule is either 
generically zero or generically equal to E. 

Examples 2.4. The following examples show that the monodromy representa-
tion of a stable logarithmic connection need not be irreducible. 
Example 2.4.1. Let X be a curve of genus;::: 1, and let p: 1t1 (X) --+ GL(2) be 
a representation that is neither irreducible nor completely reducible. Let V be 
the corresponding local system on X and W c V be the rank 1 subsystem. 
Let P be any point of X, and set S = {P} and Y = X - S. Let U be a 
simply connected small open neighbourhood of P in euclidean topology and let 
Vu = Wu ffiKu be a splitting of V restricted to U. Let E be the holomorphic 
vector bundle on X which equals &;n 0 V outside P and equals &~n( -mP) ® 
Wu ffi &~n(mP) ® Ku on U where m is any positive integer. Then it is easy 
to see that E has a natural logarithmic connection which has the reducible 
monodromy p. Also note that degree ( E) = 0 and the only nonzero flat proper 
subbundle of E has degree -m and hence E is stable. 

Example 2.4.2. Let X = pI and S = {O, 1, oo}. Let A be any nondiago-
nalizable matrix in GL(2). Define p such that the local monodromy around 
0, 1, 00 is A, I , A -I respectively. Then by a construction analogous to the 
above (where 1 plays the role of P), we get a stable logarithmic connection on 
pI whose monodromy is reducible. 
Proposition 2.5. Let E, F be stable logarithmic connection with the same 
Hilbert polynomial. Then any :;gx[logS]-homomorphismfrom E to F is either 
zero or an isomorphism, and the only global :;gx [log S]-endomorphisms of E are 
the constant multiples of 1 E . 
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Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the definition of stabil-
ity. Since the generalized eigen-sheaves of any endomorphism of E will be 
9"x[logS] invariant, we see that there can be only one eigenvalue. As a nilpo-
tent endomorphism is zero by the first statement, the endomorphism has to be 
a scalar. 

Definition 2.6. A family of logarithmic connections on X parametrized by a 
scheme T is a 9"xXTjT[logS]-module ET on ExT which is &'xxT-coherent 
and flat over T such that for any t E T, its restriction Et to the scheme X x t 
is torsion free. We say that two families ET and FT parametrized by Tare 
equivalent if there exists an open cover of T such that the pullbacks of the two 
families to this open cover are isomorphic. 

Lemma 2.7 (Coherence and representability of integrable direct image). Let ET 
be a family of logarithmic connections parametrized by a scheme T (which is 
locally noetherian and of finite type over the field of complete numbers). 

(i) The sheaf (nT).(E~) is a coherent sheaf of &'T modules, where E~ c ET 
is the kernel sheaf of '\l T: ET -4 n~xTjT[logS] ® E T . 

(ii) Consider the contravariant functor from schemes over T to the fibered 
category of coherent sheaves on such schemes, which associates to T' -4 T the 
sheaf (nT' ).(E~) on T' (which is coherent by (i) above) where (ET, , '\l T') is 
the pullback. Then there exists a linear scheme V ---+ T which represents this 
functor. 
Proof. The problem is clearly local over the base, so assume that T = Spec A 
for some affine algebra A. Let ~ be an affine open cover of X, and let 
•• v 1 

Ci , C2 be the Cech cochain complexes for ET and nXx TjT[log S] ® ET with 
respect to the open cover ~ x Spec A . These are complexes of flat A-modules 
with finitely generated cohomologies, and '\l T induces an A-linear cochain map 
{j: C; -4 C~. Now by an argument similar to the proof of the main lemma in the 
proof of the semicontinuity theorem, there exist bounded, positive complexes 
L~, L; of finitely generated projective A-modules with chain maps a: L~ ---+ 

C;, p: L; -4 C~ which are quasi-isomorphisms under every base change and 
a chain map y: L~ ---+ L; such that {j 0 a = p 0 y: L~ ---+ C~. By construction, 
(nT).(E~) is isomorphic to the kernel sheaf of (a~ , yO): L~ -4 L: EB L~, and 

I 

hence is coherent. On the other hand, the geometric kernel of the vector bundle 
morphism (a~ , yO): L~ ---+ L: EB L~ is the linear scheme over SpecA which 

I 
represents the given functor. 

Proposition 2.8. Let ET and FT be two families of stable logarithmic connec-
tions on X with the same Hilbert polynomial, parametrized by a scheme T. 
Consider the following conditions. 

(i) The families ET and FT are equivalent. 
(ii) There exists a line bundle J on T such that FT is isomorphic to ET ® 

n~J. 
(iii) The sheaf J = (nT).(Hom& (ET , FT) 'Il) on T is invertible (where the 

XxT 
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&xxT-module Hom& (ET' FT) is given the induced logarithmic connection), 
XxT 

and the natural map ET 129 TC~J ---> FT is an isomorphism of .QJ'xXT/T[logS]-
modules. 

(iv) For each t E T the restrictions Et and Ft to X x {t} are isomorphic 
logarithmic connections. 

Then conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent, and they imply (iv). More-
over, if the scheme T is reduced then (iv) is equivalent to the others. 
Proof· This follows by applying Lemma 2.7 to Hom& (ET' FT) and using 

XxT 
Proposition 2.5 and the following elementary lemma. 
Lemma 2.9. Let A be a noetherian ring, M and N finitely generated free 
A modules, ¢: M ---> N a homomorphism, such that for each maximal ideal 
meA, the kernel of the induced map ¢m: M/mM ---> N/mN is a I-dimensional 
vector space over A/mA. Moreover, suppose that there exists an element x of 
kernel ¢, such that its image generates ker ¢ m for all m. Then ker ¢ is a free 
A module of rank I (with x as a basis). 
Remark. If the ring A has Jacobson radical zero, then we do not need the help 
of x for the conclusion to hold. 
Lemma 2.10. Let T be any scheme, and m an integer. 

(i) Let !T be a coherent sheaf on T such that any closed point t ---> T, 
the pullback of !T has dimension at most m as a vector space over k(t). Then 
there exists a unique closed subscheme To of T which has the following universal 
property. Any morphism f: S ---> T of schemes factors through To if and only 
if the pullback f*!T is a locally free sheaf of rank m . 

(ii) Let ¢: E ---> F be a morphism between locally free sheaves E and F on T 
such that at any closed point t ---> T, the kernel of the pullback ¢(t): Et 129 k(t) ---> 

Ft 129 k(t) is of dimension at most mover k(t). Then there exists a unique 
closed subscheme To of T which has the following universal property. Any 
morphism f: S ---> T factors through To if and only if the kernel of the pullback 
f* (¢ ): f* E ---> f* F is a locally free sheaf of rank m . 
Proof. Statement (i) is easy to prove, and (ii) follows by applying (i) to the 
cokemel sheaf of the transpose map ¢ *: F* ---> E* between the dual sheaves. 
Proposition 2.11. Let ET and F T be two families of stable logarithmic connec-
tions with the same Hilbert polynomial that are parametrized by a scheme T. 
Then T has a closed subscheme To which has the following property. A mor-
phism f: U ---> T of schemes factors through To if and only if the pullbacks 
f* ET and f* FT are equivalent families on U. In particular the underlying set 
of To, which consists of all t E T such that the restrictions of ET and FT to 
X x t are isomorphic, is closed in T. 
Proof. The problem is clearly local over T so we may assume that T is 
affine. Let GT = Hom& (ET' FT) with the induced logarithmic connec-

XxT 
tion. Taking G T in the place of the ET in the proof of Lemma 2.7, let 
y: L; ---> L; be the corresponding morphism of complexes. Consider the linear 
map (82 ' yO): L~ ---> L: ffi L~ between locally free sheaves on T. Let To be 

I 
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the closed subscheme of T defined by applying Lemma 2.10 (ii) to this map, 
taking m = 1. It follows from its construction using Proposition 2.5 that To 
has the required properties. 

Proposition 2.12. For any semistable logarithmic connection E, there exists afil-
tration 0 C EI C ... C E[ = E by &x-coherent .9?'x[logS] submodules such that 
each successive quotient is a stable logarithmic connection and has the same nor-
malized Hilbert polynomial as E. The corresponding graded .9?'x[logS] module 
gr(E) is independent of the choice of such a filtration. 
Proof. Using Proposition 2.5, this follows by applying the Jordan-Holder the-
orem to the category of all semistable logarithmic connections which have the 
given Hilbert polynomial. 

Definition 2.13. We say that two logarithmic connections E and Fare S-
equivalent if gr(E) is isomorphic to gr(F). 
Proposition 2.14. In any family of semistable logarithmic connections, the S-
equivalence classes are closed in the parameter scheme. For any semistable loga-
rithmic connection E, there exists a family of semis table logarithmic connections 
parametrized by the affine line A I , such that at the origin of A I the family re-
stricts to gr(E) and at any other tEAl, Et is isomorphic to the pullback of E 
under X x {t} --+ x. 
Proof. See, for example, the proofs of the corresponding statements for semi-
stable Hitchin pairs in §4 of [Ni]. 
Proposition 2.15 (Openness of (semi)stability). For any family ET of logarith-

. . h b TStable { TIE· bl}· . T S· . mlC connectzons, t e su set = t E t IS sta e IS open In . lml-
larly, TSemistable is open. 
Proof(by the quot scheme method of Narasimhan and Ramanathan). Let Q--+ 
T be the relative quot scheme which parametrizes all quotient &yx{t} modules 
Et --+ /T such that p(/T, n)/r(/T) :::; p(Et' n)/r(Et) for various arbitrarily 
large integers n. Then Q is proper over T by Lemma 2.7 of [G]. The set of 
all points in Q where the kernel of E t --+ /T is .9?'x[logS] invariant is closed 
in Q; hence the complement of its image in T is open. A similar argument 
will show that semistability is also an open condition. 

3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODULI 

In this section, we construct a coarse moduli scheme for S-equivalence classes 
of semistable logarithmic connections which have a given Hilbert polynomial. 
For this, we follow with some modifications the method used by Simpson for 
nonsingular connections. We will omit the details wherever the argument is 
very similar to that in §4 of [S]. 

Proposition 3.1 (Boundedness of underlying sheaves). We fix the Hilbert poly-
nomial P. Then there exists an integer N which depends only on P, such that 
for any semistable logarithmic connection E with Hilbert polynomial P and for 
any integer n ~ N, the &x-module E(n) = E ®L®n is generated by global sec-
tions and all its higher cohomologies are zero. As a consequence, for all n ~ N 
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the underlying &x-modules of semistable logarithmic connections with the given 
Hilbert polynomial P occur as points of the quat scheme QUOT(n) of quotients 
of &x( _n)EfJP(n) which have Hilbert polynomial P. 
Proof. The proof is an analogue of the proof of Lemma 4.2 of [S] with the 
following changes. 

(i) Instead of using 9 x with its usual filtration Fi , use 9 x [logS] with the 
induced filtration F( = Fi n 9 x [logS]. 

(ii) In place of the tangent sheaf T(X) use the sheaf T(X)[logS] = T(X) n 
9 x [logS] . 

(iii) In place of the property of nonsingular connections that p(F)jr(F) = 
p(E)jr(E) for any &x-coherent 9 x submodule FeE, use the definition of 
semi stability . 

Remark 3.2. The proof of the above proposition shows that there exists an 
integer c which depends only on the rank r such that for any semistable log-
arithmic connection E of rank r and any coherent subsheaf Y C E we have 
fJ(Y) < fJ(E) + c . 

Proposition 3.3. Let T be a scheme and let it' be a coherent sheaf on X x T 
which is flat over T. Consider the functor on T-schemes which associates to 
f: T' -+ T the set of all 9 XXT'jT,[logS]-module structures on (1 x x f)* it'. 
Then there exists a scheme .s;( (it') of finite type over T which represents this 
functor. 
Proof. We first give a logarithmic version of Grothendieck's definition of a 
connection. Let the sheaf R = &x EB ni[logS] be given a ring structure by 
defining (f, a)(g, fJ) = (fg, ffJ + ga). The projection R -+ &x is a ring 
homomorphism. In the reverse direction, we have two ring homomorphisms 
&x -+ R which are defined by f t----t (f, 0) and f t----t (f, df) respectively. Let 
XI [log S]] = Spec R (this scheme is the logarithmic version of the thickened 
diagonal XI '-+ X X X). Now, the above ring homomorphisms give a map 
i: X -+ XI [logS] and two maps PI' P2: XI [logS] -+ X with Ploi =P2o i = Ix· 
A logarithmic connection (with curvature not necessarily zero) on a sheaf it' 
on X is the same as an isomorphism cf>: P~ (it') -+ p; (it') over XI [log S] such 
that i* (cf» = l?i on X. With this preparation, now the proof of the proposition 
follows from an argument similar to the proof of the corresponding statement 
for nonsingular connections in §4 of [S]. 

Now let A~ be the scheme over QUOT(n) constructed by applying Propo-
sition 3.3 to the universal quotient sheaf. Let An be the open subset consisting 
of all s E A~ such that for the corresponding 9 x [logS] module Es' 

(i) The map HO(X , &x )EfJP(n) -+ HO(X , E) is an isomorphism. 
S s S s 

(ii) As an &x module, E is torsion free. 
s s 

Let A~ (respectively, A~s) be the open subset of An where Es is a stable (re-
spectively, semistable) logarithmic connection. Then from the universal prop-
erty of A~ it follows that the action of PGL(P(n)) on QUOT(n) has a canon-
icallift to A~. From the definitions of An' A~, and A~s it follows that these 
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are invariant under this action. It can now be seen that the following is true. 

Proposition 3.4. Thefamily parametrized by A~s has the local universal property 
for families of semistable logarithmic connections on X with Hilbert polynomial 
P. The connections parametrized by two points of A~s are isomorphic if and 
only if they lie in the same PGL(P(n))-orbit. 

Construction of the quotient. In view of Propositions 2.14 and 3.4 above, if a 
good quotient A~s jPGL(P(n)) exists, it will be the coarse moduli scheme for 
S-equivalence classes of semistable logarithmic connections, and it will contain 
as an open subscheme the moduli A~jPGL(P(n)) for stable logarithmic con-
nections. Our construction of this quotient has the following steps, which may 
be compared with [S] to see the changes that were necessary. We will omit the 
details of the steps when they do not differ much from [S]. 

Step 1. There exists an integer no such that for any stable (resp. semistable) 
logarithmic connection E with Hilbert polynomial P, any &x coherent 
9'x[logS] submodule FeE and any n 2:: no' we have hO(X, F(n))jr(F) < 
P(n)jr (resp. hO(X, F(n))jr(F) ::; P(n)jr, and if equality holds, then 
p(F)jr(F) = P jr). In view of Remark 3.2 above, this follows by an argument 
similar to the first part of the proof of Theorem 2 of [S]. 

Step 2. Let Qn be the quot scheme of quotients F:+! ® &x( _n)p(n) ---> g' 

where g' has Hilbert polynomial P. The right &x-module structure of F:+! is 
used for the tensor product. Let U be the open subset of Q where (i) the quo-
tient sheaf g' is torsion free, (ii) the composite map a: &x(-n/(n) ---> F:+! ® 
&x(-n)p(n) ---> g' is surjective, and (iii) the induced map HO(X, &x)E!lP(n) ---> 

HO(X, g'(n)) is an isomorphism. The group PGL(P(n)) acts on Qn and 
we have a canonical PGL(P(n))-equivariant universally injective morphism of 
schemes i: A~s ---> Qn which factors through U. 

Step 3. As in [S], the action of SL(P(n)) on Qn has a sequence of lineariza-
tions IfI m indexed by sufficiently large integers m. Let US and U SS denote the 
GIT-stable and GIT-semistable open subsets of U with respect to the lineariza-
tion IfI m. Suppose n is sufficiently large as above. Then under i: An ---> U, 
the inverse images of US and U SS are respectively equal to A~ and A~s for 
all sufficiently large m. This follows from an argument similar to the proof of 
Lemma 4.5 of [S] with the following change: instead of the equality between the 
normalized Hilbert polynomials of any two nonsingular connections, use step 1 
above. 

Step 4. As stable logarithmic connections are mapped to GIT -stable points 
of Qn' it can be seen by induction on the rank r that polystable logarithmic 
connections are mapped to GIT -polystable points of Qn for large n, and for 
correspondingly large m. Hence if the closures in Q~s of the images of two 
orbits in A~s intersect then the closures of these two orbits must intersect in 
A~s . This implies the following. Let ¢: Q~s ---> N be the good quotient under 
PGL(P(n)). Then the map i: A~s ---> USS factors through the open subset 
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v' = </J-l(N') of V SS where N' = N - </J(Q~s _ V SS ). 

Step 5. As the restriction </J: V' --t N' is a good quotient, it now suffices 
by Ramanathan's lemma (Proposition 3.12 of [NeD to show that the mor-
phism i: A~s --t V' is affine. Let 7C: V --t V' be the linear scheme over 
V' which represents the functor that associates to a scheme T --t V' over V' 
the qT, &'T) module of all global sections over X xu' T of the pull-back of 
the sheaf Jf't7n(F:+ 1 ®g' , g'). Let W be the closed subscheme of V defined by 
the following two conditions. (i) At any WE W we must have wo(1 F , ®a) = 

,+1 

n(w): F:+l ® &,:P(n) --t g'. (ii) Let Jl: F; ® F; --t F; denote the product, and 
for any s ~ r + 1 let the induced map F; ® g' --t g' again be denoted by w. 
Then we must have w 0 (1 F' ® w) = w 0 (Jl ® 1 g'): F; ® F; ® g' --t g'. Note 

I 

that by construction, W is affine over V'. Also, the morphism i: A~s --t V' 
factors through W --t V' giving an isomorphism A~s --t W. This completes 
the proof of the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. There exists a coarse moduli scheme ./( for S-equivalence classes 
of semis table logarithmic connections on X with singularities over S, which have 
a given Hilbert polynomial P. The scheme ./( is separated, quasi-projective and 
has an open subscheme ./(' which is the moduli for stable logarithmic connec-
tions with the given Hilbert polynomial. 

4. TANGENT SPACE TO THE MODULI 

An infinitesimal deformation of a logarithmic connection E is a pair (Ev' a) 
where Ev is a family of logarithmic connections parametrized by V = 
SpecC[e]/(e2) and a is an isomorphism of Ev/eEv with E. Two infinitesi-
mal deformations (Ev' a) and (Fv' p) will be called equivalent if there exists 
an isomorphism between Ev and Fv which carries a to p. By standard 
arguments of deformation theory, the set TE of all equivalence classes of in-
finitesimal deformations of E has a natural structure of a vector space, and 
by the universal property of moduli, this is the tangent space to the moduli 
at the point E when E is stable. Note that when E is locally free, the 
vector space Hl(X, End(g')) parametrizes the infinitesimal deformations of 
the underlying sheaf g' of &'X modules, so there is a canonical linear map 
q: TE --t Hl(X, End(g')). Let the sheaf ~ be the kernel of V: ni[logS] ® 
End(g') --t ni[logS] ® End(g'). As the curvature of V is zero, the image of 
V: End(g') --t ni[logS] ® End(g') is contained in %E. If A E HO(X, %E)' 
then V +eA is a family of logarithmic connections on the sheaf g' parametrized 
by V. This association gives a linear map p: HO (X, End( g')) --t TE . 
Proposition 4.1. Thefollowing sequence of vector spaces is exact, where the maps 
Hi(X, End(g')) --t Hi(X, %E) are induced by v. 

HO(X, End(g')) --t HO(X,~) --t TE --t HI(X, End(g')) --t HI(X,~). 
Proof. Any element a E TE can be described by an open covering '!/ = (Vi) 

• I <:p of X, a Cech co-cycle (hi) E Z ('!/, End(e») and elements Ai E qVi'~) 
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such that (\7 + eAJ(1 + ehi) = (1 + ehi)(\7 + eA) on Vi n Vj , where e2 = O. 
This equation can be written as \7(hi) = Aj - Ai' Note that (hij) describes 
a deformation of Z' and (AJ describes a compatible deformation of \7 , and 
together these describe the deformation a of E. From this description in terms 
of tech cochains, the exactness of the 5-term sequence above follows. 

Theorem 4.2. If a logarithmic connection E is locally free, the vector space 
TE of infinitesimal deformations of E (which equals the tangent space at E 
to the moduli scheme of stable logarithmic connections when E is stable) is 
canonically isomorphic to the first hypercohomology HI (~E) of the complex 
~E = (\7: End( Z') -+ ~», which is in turn equal to the first hypercohomol-
ogy of the logarithmic de Rham complex (n~[logS] ®tJ End(Z'), \7) associated 

x 
with End(E). 

Proof. Let (R, m) be a local ring of finite type over C with m2 = O. Let 
V = SpecR and (Ev, a) be an infinitesimal deformation of E parametrized 
by V. Let 0 -+ End(Z'v) -+ Av(Z') -+ n~TV -+ 0 be the relative Atiyah 
exact sequence on X x V for the family Z'v' Let P be the closed point of 
V. The above sequence remains exact when restricted to X x {P} '---+ X X V . 
Consider the following push-out diagram, where B denotes the push-out term 
and Av(Z')p denotes the restriction Av(g')lxx{p}' 

0----- EndZ' ----- Av(g)p ----- TpV®c&'x ----- 0 

1 1 II 
B 

In the above diagram, the first vertical map is \7 and the last vertical map is 
identity. By Proposition 4.1 above, the composite map Tp V -+ HI (X , End( Z'» 
-+ HI (X, .%E) is zero; hence the push-out is split. Hence, the map End Z' -+ 

~ has an extension to Av(Z')p, We now explicitly describe one extension, 
which will be canonical (in the sense described later). The deformation (Ev, a) 
can be described by an open covering 'l/ = (Vi) of X, a tech co-cycle (hij) E 

ZI('l/,End(Z') ®c m) and elements Ai E r(Vi'.%E ®c m) such that 
(\7 + AJ(1 + hij) = (1 + hi)(\7 + A) on Vi n Vj . This equation can be written 
as \7(hij) = Aj - Ai' Note that (hi) describes a deformation of Z' and (Ai) 
describes a compatible deformation of \7 , and together these describe the de-
formation (Ev, a) of E. Note that with respect to chosen local splittings as 
End( Z') ffi (Tp V ®c &'x) over the open sets Vi' the transition matrices aij for 
Av(Z')p have the form 

We define a map l1(Ev • a): Av (Z') p -+ ~ by the matrix Iffi = (\7, Ai) over 
VI" These glue together as Iffa = Iff, on U n VJ,. The resulting map l1(E ) 

I IJ J I J'.n 
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can be seen to be independent of the local description (open cover and local 
trivializations) chosen. It obviously extends the map V: End( g") --> %E ' and it 
is canonical in the following sense. Given any other local algebra (R', m') with 
m,2 = 0, and a local homomorphism R --> R' , the map Y1(E v , Q) pulls back to 
the corresponding map defined for the pullback of (Ev' 0:). Now consider the 
following short exact sequence of (vertical) complexes of sheaves on X. Note 
that the differentials in the complexes are only C-linear. 

o ~ End(g") ~ Av(g")p ~ TpV@c&'x ~ 0 

1 1 1 
o ~O 

Let ~E denote the first vertical complex. Then taking hypercohomology, we 
get a functorial map Tp V --> HI (~E)' As TE is the direct limit of the Tp V , 
we get a canonical map TE --> HI (~E)' With this map, the following diagram 
commutes, where the first row is the exact sequence of Proposition 4.1, and the 
second row is the small term exact sequence associated to hypercohomology. 
JIl(X, End(E)) ------+ HO(X'%E) TE ------+ Hl(X, End(E)) -----+ H1(X'%E) 

II II 1 II 
HO(X, End(E)) ------+ HO(X, %E) ------+ Hl(~E) ------+ Hl(y, End(E)) -----+ Hl(y, '%E) 

Hence the theorem follows from the five lemmas. 

Remark 4.3. A similar argument will give another proof of the result of Biswas 
and Ramanan (which is a part of their forthcoming paper [B-R]) that for a 
Hitchin pair (E, ¢: E --> L@E) on a variety X , the space T(E, </» of infinitesi-
mal deformations is canonically isomorphic to the first hypercohomology of the 
complex [¢, -]: End( E) --> L @ End( E) . 

5. RIGIDITY OF LOGARITHMIC LATTICES FOR REGULAR CONNECTIONS 

Let Y be a nonsingular quasi-projective variety which is not complete. Let E 
be a connection on Y (that is, E is an &'y-coherent ~y-module). Recall that a 
Hironaka completion X of Y is a smooth projective variety which contains Y 
as an open subset, such that S = X - Y is a divisor which is smooth with normal 
crossings. Such a completion always exists, and any two such completions are 
dominated by a third such completion. We fix one such completion X. 

Definition 5.1. Let F be a .9'x[logS]-submodule of jJE) (where j: Y --> X is 
the open inclusion) which is &'x-coherent and locally free, and which restricts 
to E on Y. Then F will be called a logarithmic lattice for E on X. A 
connection E on Y is regular if and only if on some (and, equivalently, on 
every) Hironaka completion X of Y, there exists a logarithmic lattice F for 
E. 

Observe that by definition, a logarithmic lattice is a locally free logarithmic 
connection. 
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The infinitesimal deformations of a connection E on Y form a vector space 
TE which, as in Proposition 4.1 above, fits in the following five term exact 
sequence where ~ is the kernel sheaf of V: n~ 0 End(go) ~ n~ 0 End(go). 

HO(Y, End(go)) ~ HO(Y, %E) ---> TE ~ HI(y, End(go)) ---> H\Y, %). 

In fact, as in Theorem 4.2, TE is the hypercohomology of the corresponding 
complex V: End( go) ---> %E' Let F be a logarithmic lattice for E on X. 
Then restriction to Y '---+ X gives a canonical linear map TF ---> TE between 
these two spaces of infinitesimal deformations. 
Definition 5.2. Let E be a regular connection on Y, and let F be a logarithmic 
lattice for E on X. We say that F is rigid if the map TF ---> TE is injective. 

Recall that to each logarithmic connection F, there corresponds an endo-
morphism res(F) of the pullback of the underlying &'x-module go to the nor-
malization S* of the divisor S, called the residue of F. The characteristic 
polynomial of res(F) has coefficients which are constant on each component of 
S*. In particular, on each component of S* we can talk of the characteristic 
values of the residue (which are called the exponents of F). 

Proposition 5.3 (Rigidity of lattice). Let E be a regular connection on Y. Let 
F be a logarithmic lattice for E on X which has the property that on any 
component of the normalization of X - Y, no two distinct exponents of F differ 
by an integer. Then the map TF ---> TE is injective, that is, F is rigid. 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram, where the rows are exact. 
Jil(X, End(F)) ~ HO(X, %F) ~ TF ~ Hl(X, End(F)) -------+ Hl(X, %F) 

1 1 1 1 1 
Jil(y, End(£)) ~ HO(y, %E) ~ TE -------+ Hl(y, End(£)) -------+ Hl(y, %E) 

As before, any element () E TF can be described by an open covering W = (Vj ) 

of X, a tech co-cycle (hi) E ZI(W, End(9'"")) and elements Aj E reVj'~) 
such that (V+eAj)(I+ehi) = (I+ehi)(V+eA) on VjnVj , where e2 = O. This 
equation can be written as V(h j) = Aj - A j . Now suppose that () ....... 0 E T£. 
Then there exist ej E re Vj nY, End( go)) such that hjj = ej - ej on Vj n Vj nY, 
and (V + eAYI + eei) = (1 + ee)V on Vj n Y. The last equality is equivalent 
to V(ej) + Ai = O. Note that the End(9'"") valued I-form Aj has logarithmic 
singularities on S, while V is a logarithmic connection on End(9'"") with no 
nonzero integral exponents. Hence the equality V(e j ) = -A j implies that the 
rational sections ej of End(9'"") on Vj are in fact regular (holomorphic also 
on S). Now it can be seen that the original deformation () is zero. 
Remark 5.4. In particular, the logarithmic lattice associated to any regular con-
nection by Deligne's construction is rigid. 
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